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£ v c u x g e l i c a i 
V S TOR 
Letters to the editor* 
Dear John, 
It is always a good day in my week when 
I receive the Visitor. The April 25 issue is 
in front of me today in the study and I've 
been particularly impressed to give thanks 
for your editorial, "Observations on 
Parenting" and for Dorothy Sherk's arti-
cle, "Exploring Brotherhood." In the 
editorial you stated that "Values are the 
most valuable part of the family inherit-
ance" and went on to say that these values 
will be determined in part by the influ-
ences of home and school. In my own 
home these two things became deeply 
intertwined when our family left Pasadena 
and moved to Upland so that we children 
could at tend Upland Academy and 
College. 
Because of this decision my father drove 
to and from work in Pasadena for five 
years often rising at 4:00 in the morning. 
When I see the way money is being spent 
on recreation today I often wonder what 
the lasting effect might be—especially 
when Christian education and other im-
portant influences are short changed. In 
From the Editor 
my family, vacations were often and en-
joyable. We used a tent and second hand 
camping equipment, but the mountains 
were just as beautiful and the air was even 
cleaner. Our "extra" went into Christian 
Education and the church's needs came 
before our personal whims—and God 
greatly blessed. Yes, it was and is a valu-
able inheritance. 
After reading Dorothy Sherk's article 
these questions came to mind. How can we 
Brethren in Christ make our prayer meet-
ings more meaningful? Times are chang-
ing. The charismatic influences are around 
and among us. Wednesday evening is a 
"sacred cow" to many. Are we sometimes 
tempted to think that the Pentecostal 
groups have a corner on God and His 
power, and because of this either stay away 
from prayer meetings in our own churches 
or attend somewhere else? Why not let 
God's power increasingly work among us 
as we gather regularly to pray and not 
faint? Hebrews 10:25 is a message to the 
church of today. And God wants to bless 
us again and again. 
With best regards, 
Jerel Book 
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I have had a conviction that we have a tendency to 
confuse the terms belief and faith—using them somewhat 
interchangeably. If I understand the biblical meaning of 
faith it is indeed of a different genre. Faith and belief are 
not just different in degree they are different in kind. 
One could illustrate this by steps which lead to a mar-
riage. A young man and a young woman develop an 
interest in each other. This interest develops to the stage 
where the young man states his love for the young woman. 
As she reflects on the attention which has led to and 
accompanies this statement she believes him. 
No matter how strongly or how long she believes this 
she is not married. Nor will trying harder to believe cause 
her to be married. Marriage occurs as she publicly and 
freely pledges to him her troth—"to have and to hold, 
from this time forth, for better, for worse, for richer, for 
poorer, in health and in sickness . . . till death do part." 
Belief is being persuaded. Faith is being committed. 
Belief is rational. Faith is relational. Faith is a response to 
belief. 
So when our respected evangelist Leighton Ford took 
marriage as an example of what it means to be a Christian 
I rejoiced and took this occasion to share his article with 
the readership. He quite rightly continues the parallelism 
to illustrate other aspects of the Christian life which find 
their counterpart in marriage. 
I commend the article to you for your reading. 
Just in case you are not a regular reader of the "vital 
statistics" section of the Visitor I must encourage you to 
turn to the "Births" in this issue. The editor and his wife 
reached a milestone when their eldest son and his wife 
presented them with the first grandchild—John 
Charles—named after his two grandfathers. Charles 
Stump being the maternal grandfather. 
John Charles has a distinction of sorts—both his 
grandfather and his great-grandfather, V. L. Stump, 
served as editors of the Visitor. 
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Editorial On Being a 
General Conference 
TOUR of my last seven weeks have been spent "on the 
road." These four weeks and more than ten thousand miles 
took me to the most western, northern, eastern, and 
southern congregations of the Brethren in Christ 
Church—San Francisco; the Paddockwood-Timber Bay 
circuit (I was at Paddockwood); Fellowship Chapel, 
Bronx; and the Community Bible Chapel, Sarasota, 
Florida. 
I was impressed with the wide geographical spread of 
the Brethren in Christ Church in North America and the 
degree of geographical isolation many of our congre-
gations experience. The four congregations to which I 
referred illustrate both distance and isolation. There are, 
of course, other congregations similar to these in their 
distance from other Brethren in Christ communities. 
I also was impressed with the warm reception given to 
me upon my visit. I was present to introduce The 
Foundation Series Curriculum. I was usually introduced 
as the editor of the Evangelical Visitor. (It was gratifying 
to notice evidences of recognition which this latter iden-
tification brought). 
I interpreted this warm welcome as a desire on the part 
of these more distant congregations to be related to the 
denomination. I suspect it is not easy to develop a sense of 
belonging to a denomination when a congregation is 
separated from the nearest Brethren in Christ Church by 
several hundred miles or a group of congregations is 
separated from other centers of Brethren in Christ popu-
lation by a thousand miles. 
Let me ask you who live in the "heartlands" of the 
denomination how you would develop a sense of belong-
ing if the denomination's youth retreat was held 2,500 
miles from your congregation? If Messiah College gospel 
teams or musical groups never included your congre-
gation in their itinerary? If the nearest retirement home for 
the denomination was either 2,500 miles or 1,000 miles 
away? If your congregation so seldom saw a Brethren in 
Christ missionary that they would not recognize one if he 
or she walked in on a Sunday morning? If the only time 
some one visited the congregation from Nappanee was 
when they were promoting a curriculum? 
One of the staff from Nappanee, in the course of our 
recent travels, visited a congregation such as I have de-
scribed. He was met at the airport by a layman of the con-
gregation. He was warmly welcomed. Appreciation was 
expressed for his coming. He was asked what expenses he 
had since they wished to cover these costs. The member 
was told that they were not expected to cover the expenses. 
In almost unbelief the layman said, "Nobody ever stops in 
to see us." 
In addition to the separation caused by geography there 
is the difference in ethnic composition. I was met at an air-
port by one, whom, upon introducing himself, I recog-
nized as of Eastern European lineage. I did not ask the 
traditional Brethren in Christ question, "Who was your 
father?" It was evident that we had different roots. How-
ever, we were not together long before it became evident 
that we were closely related through a blood-line that 
began at Calvary. 
There is, I believe, among our churches a desire to 
belong. Several years ago I visited a congregation within 
the Central Conference which had strong community 
orientation in its beginnings. A community group owned 
the building. Few attendants were members of the Breth-
ren in Christ. In more recent years the Brethren in Christ 
identity has become much stronger. But the congregation 
is usually by-passed by denominational activities. 
As I just stated, I visited this congregation within the 
past several years. My visit was in the interest of Messiah 
College. They knew little of the college. In fact I do not be-
lieve that most of them were aware that we have a college. 
I sensed a degree of excitement when they realized that 
they—this small and somewhat isolated congre-
gation—had a college. 
Each congregation desires and needs this kind of 
identity. If this is not found within the denominational 
structures it will be found in other sources. As these rela-
tions are found elsewhere the denominational ties weaken 
and finally exist in name only. 
Let me make two observations which have grown out of 
my recent experience. 
First: The initiative for fostering denominational aware-
ness resides with the General Conference. I am not un-
aware that a pastor, placed by the denomination in a 
church identified with the denomination, has respon-
sibilities to the denomination in doctrine, in membership 
instruction, in program support, in budgetary support, to 
name a few. 
But in an era marked by Congregationalism and in-
dependence we must support our doctrine of brotherhood 
by practical mutual support. It is good to belong to each 
other and this needs to be concretized in the support 
each—congregation and denomination—gives the other. 
The initiative for this needs to arise with the denomi-
nation. I believe that the budgetary concerns which this 
creates will be met as congregations sense the benefits of 
belonging. 
This has implications for all our institutions and our 
general boards. We need to focus on service and people. 
We need to listen as well as talk. 
Second: The reality of geographical distance and 
resulting isolation must be a consideration in future church 
planting. We are committed to church growth. We are also 
a General Conference. We have a concept of brotherhood 
which is more than a pious term. This sense of brother-
hood must be kept in mind as we plan for church growth. 
In the planting of 40 to 50 new churches in the next 
decade we will need to decide where these churches are to 
be built. To what extent will we put our efforts and expand 
our resources in present centers of Brethren in Christ 
population. Should we concentrate on strengthening out-
lying clusters of congregations—Florida, Saskatchewan, 
New Mexico, Iowa, Colorado, Illinois, Oklahoma, to 
name a few? Should we build bridges to these more distant 
Brethren in Christ communities by developing inter-
mediate communities? 
My journeyings lead me to believe that among these 
distant Brethren in Christ congregations and groups of 
congregations there is a very good feeling towards the 
Brethren in Christ. There is a desire to be identified with a 
fellowship which lies beyond the local group. This senti-
ment needs to be recognized by the denomination and 
fostered by helpful and personal contacts—contacts in 
which we communicate. This involves speaking and listen-
ing; serving and being served. 
Z 
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Marriage the example of 
What It Means to Be a Christian 
Leighton Ford 
"The Marriage Adventure" 
W e have all heard about the "marriage trap." I want to 
talk about the "marriage adventure" because I believe, 
that of all the illustrations God has given of what it means 
to be a Christian, marriage is the greatest. 
Paul wrote in Ephesians 5:31-21: "For this reason a man 
will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife 
and the two will become one flesh." 
If you took a course on marriage—would you be 
married? Of course not! Marriage is not a philosophy nor 
a course. It is a relationship. And so it is, to belong to 
Jesus Christ. 
There are many similarities between salvation and mar-
riage and I wish to point out a few ways in which they are 
alike. 
They both begin with a sense of need. God said to 
Adam, it is not good for man to be alone. He had a vertical 
relationship with God but he did not have a horizontal 
relationship with a human being. There was a void in his 
life. 
Salvation begins with a sense of need, that is in our 
heart, for Almighty God. Many of us have the relation-
ship with another human being but no relationship with 
God and often this is what makes the human relationship 
go wrong. We have been made for Him and there is a deep 
void—a need to know our Maker. "O God, Thou art my 
God; early will I seek Thee: my soul thirsts for Thee, my 
heart longs for Thee." Psalm 63:1. A need that no human 
being can fill. 
Both marriage and salvation take a commitment. A 
man leaves his father and mother and cleaves to his wife 
and the two become one. It is not a marriage without that 
formal public commitment—a time when you commit 
yourself totally to your partner. Your body—your 
soul—your life—your possessions—everything. That's the 
kind of commitment that is involved in marriage and 
salvation involves the same kind of commitment. We must 
commit ourselves—everything we are and have—to Jesus 
Christ. 
Just as we cross the line and become one with our 
marriage partner—so we must cross the line and become 
one with God. The Bible uses several words to speak about 
crossing that line: repent, believe, receive, follow. We must 
make a decision to lay down our rebellious attitude against 
God and accept His lordship. 
Just as we say to our marriage partner—"I give myself 
to you, I await the gift of your love, and I want to become 
the kind of person you want me to be"—so we say to 
God—"I need your forgiveness, your grace, your lord-
ship." 
The third way in which marriage and salvation are alike 
is the emotional "highs" which don't always last. Mar-
riage has its honeymoon which is pure emotional joy. But 
you don't live a married life on emotional "highs." There 
This is an abridgement of sermon preached by Dr. Ford in connection 
with the Alabama-Tennessee Valley Crusade held in April 
are always unpaid bills, leaky faucets, time clocks to 
punch. Love is more than a feeling. It's a sharing and talk-
ing together, a companionship, serving each other. It's a 
commitment. 
So it is with salvation. Some new Christians go through 
a honeymoon period that can last for months. They are 
"high" on love, peace and joy and can even embarrass 
people as they tell all the world about Jesus. But this feel-
ing doesn't always stay. Sometimes God takes away this 
feeling so we will learn to walk by faith. We must learn to 
trust in Him—not in our feelings or emotions—we must 
commit ourselves to Him. God doesn't promise that we'll 
have great emotions but He does promise that He'll be 
with us always. 
When the honeymoon ends, cleaving doesn't end. 
Cleaving goes underground. Our attitudes begin to 
change—we begin to think together, to go through tough 
moments together. When the feelings of the Christian life 
end, sometimes God is doing a deeper work in us. 
Marriage and salvation also have times of conflict. 
Every marriage has its problems because we have different 
backgrounds, different personalities, different expecta-
tions. None of us are perfect. But when conflicts come, it 
can be a means of growing. But apart from God, conflict 
can be destructive, if one has never experienced the love of 
God. A marriage takes two good forgivers. 
The Christian life has its conflicts also. Temptation 
doesn't stop when we come to Christ. "For the sinful 
nature desires what is contrary to the spirit, and the spirit 
what is contrary to the sinful nature. They are in conflict 
with each other so that you do not do what you want." 
Galatians 5:17. 
But God does not disown us when we sin. It's like mar-
riage—there is the relationship and the fellowship. If we 
aren't speaking to each other we have a relationship but no 
fellowship until one goes to the other and says, "I 'm 
sorry." So it is with God. We still have the relationship but 
no fellowship because of sin, until we ask for His forgive-
ness. "If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to for-
give." I John 1:9. 
There are so many other ways in which married life and 
the Christian life are similar. 
Both need intimate moments of communion and privacy 
and aloneness. A time to talk and share together. 
Both are meant to be productive. Marriage is meant to 
produce children and what a blessing when we see them 
growing into young men and women of God. In the Chris-
tian life also, God wants us to be productive. He wants 
everyone of us, in our own way, with our own gifts, to be 
witnesses for Him. 
And finally, in our married life as in our Christian life, 
we are called to be servants. There is a difference between 
infatuation and love. Infatuation is self-centered. Love is, 
other person-centered. 
We can't really have that kind of love in our marriage 
until we have learned the love that God had for us on Cal-
vary. The Calvary love—that makes us into servants. This 
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is what God calls us to in the Christian life. Often, we mis-
takenly think we enter the Christian life just to get, to be 
blessed and to have good feelings. The non-Christians 
sense this and they say we are just out to get what we can 
out of it. 
Thank God, He does give and give and give. He gives 
eternal life, forgiveness, the Holy Spirit and all the bless-
ings that we need. But the reason that He gives to us is so 
that we can become servants and we can reach out to share 
with others. In every relationship we should ask, how can I 
help, how can I encourage. This is the difference the love of 
Jesus Christ makes in our lives. 
It's a great tragedy when we see two people who were 
meant to spend a lifetime together grow apart in love and 
become divorced. But it's a greater tragedy when we see 
that great divorce—a separation from God because we 
have rejected His love. 
Don't tell God you reject Him and His love. Say in-
stead: Lord, I need you—I need your forgiveness, I need 
your love. I want to begin that relationship or renew it 




A very Musser 
1 IMING is a moment of occurrence 
of an event to produce the most effec-
tive result. We speak of the timing of 
an engine or the timing of the golfer's 
swing or an announcement made by a 
President. Because of who He is, God 
can perform the most exact and 
precise timing of events in our lives 
and in our world. He can work out the 
plan for each of our lives. He has the 
timings in His hands. 
It is tragic that some people never 
know the providences of God in their 
lives because they have never given 
Him an opportunity to work out His 
plan for them. Then there are others 
who know God's timings only in later 
life because they didn't turn their lives 
over to Him until in mid-life. How 
beautiful it is when children come to 
the Lord and follow Him all the days 
of their lives. They then can recognize 
some of God's timings for we are not 
aware of all of them. 
A book of the Bible that so well 
illustrates the timings of God is the 
book of Esther. This is true though the 
name of God is not mentioned in the 
book—something rather unique in the 
Word of God. 
Perhaps most outstanding was the 
fact that Esther was queen at the time 
she was. This was so evident that her 
foster faither, Mordecai, asks the 
question, "Who can say but that God 
The author is the pastor of the Mount Rock 
Brethren in Christ Church. The Scripture quota-
tions are from The Living Bible. 
has brought you into the palace for 
just such a time as this?" 
But there are other evidences of the 
timings of God in the events of this 
book. Mordecai had saved the king's 
live on a certain occasion. This was 
recorded in the historical records. One 
night the king had trouble sleeping. (It 
may be God's timing if you are not 
able to sleep some night.) So the king 
decided to read awhile from the 
historical records. There he came 
across this incident where Mordecai 
had exposed a plot by two of the king's 
eunuchs to assassinate him. He then 
inquires as to what reward had been 
given to Mordecai for this. 
Just then (notice the timing) 
Haman, a high official in the king's 
court, had arrived to make request of 
the king to hang Mordecai whom he 
despised because he would not bow to 
him (Haman). So the king inquires of 
Haman what should be done to the 
man who the king would honor. The 
conceited Haman thought that he 
must be the man who the king had in 
mind. So he makes this suggestion, 
"Bring out some of the royal robes the 
king himself has worn, and the king's 
own horse, and the royal crown, and 
instruct one of the king's most noble 
princes to robe the man and to lead 
him through the streets on the king's 
own horse, shouting before him, 'This 
is the way the king honors those who 
truly please h im! ' " Wow! What 
timing that was for an egotist! 
Haman goes home humilated after 
doing for Mordecai what he thought 
would be done for himself. It is in-
teresting to note that when Haman 
tells his wife, Zeresh, and his friends 
what had happened they said, "If 
Mordecai is a Jew you will never 
succeed in your plans against him; to 
continue to oppose him will be fatal." 
So the stage is set for the comple-
tion of the story. Events take place in 
rapid succession now as queen Esther 
reveals the wicked plot of Haman to 
not only have Mordecai destroyed but 
the entire Jewish population. Haman 
is hanged on his own gallows. The 
Jews are permitted to take vengeance 
against their enemies. Thus they are 
saved from extermination and there is 
a special day set aside each year to 
remember the providence of God in 
behalf of His people. 
Yes, in God's timing Esther was 
brought to the palace for just such a 
time as this. 
All God's people can likely identify 
with these incidents in a greater or 
lesser degree as to the timings of God 
in their lives. How wonderful to know 
that Divine Providence does overrule 
in the lives of those who serve the 
Lord. How much better this is than to 
become involved in horoscopes or to 
have the palms of the hands read and 
then to come into bondage and pos-
sibly be terrified by what one thus 
learns. Let us rather trust in the 
providence of an all-knowing, wise 
and loving Heavenly Father! 







P l E A S E give our best regards and 
hot love to all of your church mem-
bers." Did I read the letter right? The 
word could be nothing else but hot, 
both since it was written clearly and 
because it came from Behnan. Behnan 
is a very warm fellow and he is part of 
a zealous group of young Christians 
that has sprung up in the historic 
cradle of Christian outreach, old Asia 
Minor or modern Turkey. 
Behnan was recommended to me as 
an interpreter by a foreign Christian in 
Ankara. I was on a Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee assignment to investi-
gate the November, 1976 earthquake 
in the Van region. A scholarship 
student at his university, he will soon 
graduate to become a high school 
teacher. He speaks four languages and 
The Harold Nighs have recently returned to 
Canada from Crete where they have been min-
istering under MCC. This article reports on an 
experience Harold had during a trip to Turkey 
at MCC request. 
is committed to work in his country, of 
which he is proud even though he has a 
full acquaintance with the secret 
police. 
Behnan's letter to me had a lot of 
exhortation, a facet of Christian wor-
ship that is important to his brothers, 
as he calls them. "In these days we are 
studying 1 Peter, there are many bless-
ings for us," Behnan wrote. "How 
privilegas (sic) we are. We are living 
stones, laid up on Christ as the foun-
dation and cornerstone, to make a 
spiritual temple to God, this makes it 
very important for each one of us to 
find our right place in God's plan and 
stay in it." 
In contrast to "living stones," 
Behnan and I had seen a lot of very 
cold, dead stones a month earlier in 
the Van area, where hundreds of 
houses had been shaken down in the 
earthquake. As I read his little homily 
again, I got the feeling that Behnan's 
brothers are doing some earthquake-
resistant building in a country that has 
had lots of both natural and figurative 
quakes. Many Orthodox Christians 
are leaving Turkey because of Mus-
lim pressure, but this evangelical 
group of about 115, many of them in 
Istanbul and a few in Ankara, makes 
staying in Turkey almost an article of 
faith. 
Behnan's home village in the Mar-
din area is exclusively Syrian Ortho-
dox in faith. Although people of that 
area are descendants of the biblical 
Assyrians, in recent history they have 
been the object of cruelty rather than 
perpetrators of it, as were their ancient 
ancestors. 
In his high school days, Behnan was 
known as "Satan," but his evangeli-
cal experience has quite altered his 
life. He still has more nervous energy 
than his muscles know what to do with 
but his spirit can handle it well. He 
and our Muslim taxi driver kissed 
warmly after a day together and he 
talked freely about his faith to a 
soldier going home to his father's 
funeral, exchanged addresses with him 
and gave him a Gospel of John before 
they parted. 
Distribution of Christian literature 
is an avocation with Behnan. Periodi-
cally he gets lodged overnight in jail 
for carrying "subversive" literature. 
The magistrates always free him, how-
ever, because Turkey is a secular state 
that permits freedom of religion in law 
if not always in practice. Whatever 
one's view of Behnan's evangelizing, 
one must admit that he is doing much 
to guarantee one of the basic civil 
rights, the right to talk of his faith. 
I was amazed to find Ankara almost 
awash with foreign Christians, 
shadowy figures who teach English six 
hours a day or are students or work at 
something so that they can stay in the 
country. As a Christian, I'm some-
what dismayed because these for-
eigners are obviously competing with 
each other for the few national Chris-
tians there. 
Behnan and his group have more 
dependence on some of the foreigners 
than I'd like to see, but they also show 
a healthy independence. They have a 
strong teaching of Christian maturity; 
the Turkish word is also translated 
"perfection" or "holiness." So while 
they cooperate with a foreign mis-
sionary movement in some prayer 
meetings, they say that they really 
don't like this particular movement 
because it says that a Christian can't 
have victory over sin. "Always we 
have victory over sins, and the devil" 
Behnan writes. 
It was obviously a little hard for 
Behnan to understand why MCC is 
interested in helping in the Van dis-
aster. His village to the south is per-
haps poorer than the Van villages and 
his area has suffered from mass kill-
ings and other man-made destruction. 
But he did show sensitivity to what we 
saw at Van and was prepared to accept 
the new idea that Jesus' ministry was 
to feed and to heal as well as to 
preach. 
It is difficult to judge from a few 
days' acquaintance how thorough 
Behnan's "victory" over evil was, but 
it did extend to a transportation 
system that is something less than 
angelic. We were assured by a Chris-
tian pastor that we could not get to 
Van and the earthquake area, but we 
did. Behnan was sure of it, for his 
brothers had prayed. Then we seemed 
to be marooned in Van after we had 
done our work there. At the airport no 
seats were available on the com-
mercial flight, but there was a United 
Nations plane standing by. 
"Let's get a ride on that American 
plane," he said. 
"We can't, Behnan, it's not for pas-
sengers," I replied. 
"Well, let's find an American and 
ask," he persisted. We hadn't seen one 
in days, but sure enough, there was an 
"American" waiting outside, a Nor-
wegian churchman who had come with 
a planeload of tents from the Nor-
wegian government. Almost to my 
embarrassment, he quickly arranged 
passage for us back to Ankara. 
Those victories aren't the really 
important ones, but they make one 
wonder what manner of man this is. In 
Behnan's case, he's the kind that sends 
hot love to all of our church mem-
bers. 
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Religious News 
Retired 7 Years, Minister, 73, 
Is Now Busier Than Ever 
An increase in demand for interim 
pastorships has ended retirement for Rev. 
Hugh C. Hamilton, 73. 
Mr. Hamilton retired seven years ago 
after serving as a Presbyterian minister 52 
years in eight Southeastern states from 
Virginia to Florida. 
It started out on a small scale, but the 
next thing he knew his "second career" 
had him serving in interim posts in 15 
churches from West Virginia to mid-
Florida and as far west as Louisiana. 
Along with all this activity Mr. Hamil-
ton is busy with a church he organized in 
Winter Park, Wekiva Presbyterian. Begun 
less than a year ago, the church has a con-
gregation of 130 members. 
"I t ' s been a thrilling experience. I like 
meeting new people, and I especially like 
the fact that my congregation is largely 
made up of younger families," he says. 
"This is a most promising thing for the 
church today." 
Father Who Opposes Public Schools 
Is Given Chance To Teach at Home 
The Cook County School Board has 
decided not to have charges filed against a 
Schroeder, Minn., man who refused to 
send his children to public school. 
Board members had been considering 
charges against Jacob Hatanpaa for 
allegedly violating Minnesota's man-
datory attendance law. 
The board, however, decided to ask the 
Minnesota Department of Education and 
several legislators to investigate the lack of 
standards and accreditation required for 
private schools. 
The board wants to "be assured that 
these children are getting an adequate edu-
cation," said School Supt. Vernon Lueth. 
Teachers Cannot Be Directed 
To Lead 'Pledge,' Court Rules 
The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial 
Court ruled, 5 to 2, that public school 
teachers cannot be mandated to lead stu-
dents in the daily recitation of the Pledge 
of Allegiance to the Flag. 
The court handed down an advisory 
opinion at the request of Gov. Michael S. 
Dukakis on a measure approved by both 
branches of the legislature. It found that 
the bill would be unconstitutional under 
the First Amendment of the Constitution. 
A majority of the justices ruled that even 
without criminal penalties, a compulsory 
pledge for teachers would be unconstitu-
tional because "failure to adhere to this 
mandate may threaten the continuance or 
advancement of a teacher's career." 
NBC Plans Annual Showings 
Of 'Jesus of Nazareth' 
NBC-TV has announced that "Jesus of 
Nazareth," the six-and-a-half hour film on 
the life of Jesus, originally shown on Palm 
Sunday and Easter, will be televised an-
nually. The program was watched by 49 
percent of the national TV audience, NBC 
said. The network also reported that a 
record total of 11, 246 viewers contacted it 
about the program, 97 percent praising the 
telecasts. 
Billy Graham Crusade Draws 45,000 
To Final Program at Notre Dame U. 
Evangelist Billy Graham concluded a 
five-day crusade in South Bend, Ind., by 
attracting the largest crowd ever assem-
bled on the Notre Dame University cam-
pus for a non-football event. An estimated 
45,000 attended the closing meeting in the 
stadium where "Fighting Irish" games 
traditionally fill each of the 59,075 seats. 
The first four services in the series, held 
across the street from the stadium in the 
University's Athletic and Convocation 
Center, also broke attendance records for 
that facility. Notre Dame officials, who 
rent the center to a variety of outside 
groups, said the Saturday night crusade 
meeting of an estimated 13,500 was the 
largest ever held there. Not even Elvis 
Presley or the Catholic charismatics had 
so many for a single program, they 
reported. 
Father Theodore Hesburgh, President 
of Notre Dame, and Mr. Graham had a 
private luncheon meeting mid-way through 
the series, but the Notre Dame president 
sent a representative to officially welcome 
Mr. Graham and the stadium congre-
gation at the closing rally. The evangelist 
responded by describing Father Hesburgh 
as "one of the greatest of all living Ameri-
cans" and said he thought it was "good for 
some Baptists, Pentecostals, Methodists, 
and Presbyterians" to come to the evan-
gelistic meetings on the Roman Catholic 
campus. 
Hospitals Effective in 
Reaching Non-Christians 
" M o r e people pass th rough our 
hospitals than through churches," stated 
Dr. K. Thirumalai at the All India Con-
gress on Miss ion and Evangel i sm 
(AICOME) held earlier this year. 
Christian leaders in India and elsewhere 
are gaining a new appreciation for the vital 
ministry rendered by Christian hospitals. 
Dr. R. S. Arole, chairman of the Em-
manuel Hospital Association, points out 
the strategic part played by such hospitals 
in reaching those outside the Christian 
community. "It has been estimated that 
one-third of those who become Christians 
from a non-Christian background become 
so through the medical ministry," states 
this community health authority. 
Those involved in that unique ministry 
see it as part of the Christian commitment 
to total mission in the name of Jesus 
Christ. "To a Christian, the delivery of 
health care to the people is only part of the 
healing ministry of the church," says Dr. 
Thirumalai. "I t must be accompanied by a 
concern for the spiritual needs of the 
people." 
Christian commitment to the health and 
physical well-being of the people of India 
can hardly be doubted. One estimate is 
that 18 percent of the medical work in the 
country is maintained by the 2.6 percent of 
the population that claims to be Christian. 
Those medical missions are in the 
vanguard of world evangelization. (The 
hospital established by the Brethren in 
Christ at Madhipura is now part of the 
Emmanuel Hospital Association. Editor) 
Presence of Hare Krishna Chaplain 
Spurs 'Unease' at Maryland University 
Some chaplains and officials at the Uni-
versity of Maryland have expressed 
"unease" at the presence of a Hare 
Krishna chaplain on campus. 
Gabhira Das, chaplain to some 125 
Krishna devotees at the university, is the 
first full-time Krishna chaplain working on 
a U.S. campus with the approval of school 
officials, according to the Washington 
Post. 
The Post said some chaplains of tradi-
tional faiths expressed fear that the cam-
pus ministry's reputation as a whole could 
be threatened by the inclusion of the 
Krishnas—and also that it opened the door 
to the entry of other proselytizing groups 
such as the Unification Church of the Rev. 
Sun Myung Moon. 
The Post report indicated that much of 
the criticism against the Krishnas was 
directed at the proselytizing activities of 
the International Society of Krishna Con-
sciousness (ISKCON), as it is formally 
known. 
25% of U.S. Indian Women Reported 
Sterilized, Usually Under 'Duress' 
More than 25 percent of all American 
Indian women have undergone steriliza-
tion, usually under duress and without any 
understanding of the consequences of the 
operation, sharply curtailing the procrea-
tive potential of Indian peoples in the U.S., 
according to a report by the National 
Catholic Reporter. 
The report also charged that even when 
an Indian child is born, its parents "stand a 
one in four chance that they will lose their 
child" to a foster home, adoptive parents 
or institutions on the assumption that 
Indian children are better off in non-Indian 
homes. 
In the first of a seven-part series on U.S. 
Indians by Gail Marksjarvis appearing in 
the May 27 issue of the NCR. it was re-
vealed that a Los Angeles doctor, Connie 
Uri, a Choctaw and Cherokee Indian, 
found after a lengthy study that more than 
one-quarter of all American Indian women 
have been sterilized, leaving only 100,000 
women of child-bearing age still capable of 
having children. 
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The Rhodesian Brothers an 
J. Wilmer Heisey 
O u r March 1977 visit to Rhodesia 
did not afford opportunity to spend a 
"long time with the disciples" as was 
the practice of the first foreign mis-
sionary team (Acts 14:3, 28). We live 
and work with the disciplines of time, 
money and schedules, which bring 
their own certain rewards. The oppor-
tunities for contacts and fellowship 
with people, however, provide some of 
the most rewarding experiences on any 
Christian mission. 
The nine short days in Rhodesia 
were filled with contacts and con-
versations with 51 expatriates and 
"teas" in four church centers, plus 
seven "meetings" with representa-
tives of the church. It was these con-
tacts with the church that form the 
basis for my observations. We are 
debtors for the privilege of sharing in 
the life of this church during the time 
of its present sufferings. 
It is obvious that the church leaders 
are "thinking soberly" (Rom. 12:3) 
these days. They are very sensitive to 
the possible charge that they are 
"sending the missionaries away." Nor 
did they want it to appear that the 
Board in America is arbitrarily "with-
drawing" the missionaries. And no 
one is happy with the thought that the 
missionaries might be "running away 
in fear." Yet, in all this painful reach-
ing for new ground, it is the quiet 
shout that the things which are hap-
pening these days among the Breth-
ren in Christ are the right things. 
Amid the fears and uncertainties, 
there is discernible confidence that the 
Lord is not in any way disadvantaged 
by the political events in Rhodesia. 
So far I have reflected the mood of 
our session with the Executive Board 
of the church, meeting in Extra-ordi-
nary Session. A few comments about 
six other meetings with segments of 
the church: 
At Wanezi, we attended a noonday 
meeting in the church which was built 
This article is adapted from a report presented 
to the Board for Missions by the Executive 
Secretary. He was accompanied on this trip to 
Rhodesia, Zambia, and India by Earl Musser, 
Director of Missions Overseas. 
by missionary Earl Musser and dedi-
cated at the time of former Foreign 
Mission Board Secretary Irvin W. 
Musser's visit to Africa in 1956. The 
newest of the District Overseers, Peter 
Mlotshwa, was the evangelist, speak-
ing to the combined student bodies of 
the Secondary and H o m e c r a f t 
Schools. 
At Mtshabezi, Earl and I were 
present for two services and in sight of 
a third. A noonday service with the 
community people was lightly at-
tended. Elias Moyo, pastor of the 
Salisbury church, served as the evan-
gelist. We learned from him that the 
Shona dialect, rather than Ndebele, is 
being used in the nation's capital so as 
to be more effective in their com-
munication of the gospel there. This 
also had the marks of Pauline 
methodology. A hurriedly-called 
meeting in the Chapel at Ekuphileni 
Bible Institute was presided over by 
the new principal, Stephen Ndlovu. 
Our privilege to see and address these 
students was a welcomed interruption 
in the heavy schedule of appearances 
as arranged by the planners of our 
overnight study at the largest Breth-
ren in Christ compound on this planet, 
save for that campus on the banks of 
the "Minnemingo"—Messiah Col-
lege. 
Three meetings at the Mpopoma 
church in Bulawayo stand out as har-
bingers of spring in the Rhodesian 
church. Mpopoma is that section of 
west Bulawayo where the Brethren in 
Christ have their strongest urban con-
gregation. The people attending there 
have roots in the Matopo, Mtshabezi 
and/or Wanezi communities but are 
now living, studying and/or working 
in the modern metropolis (population 
306,000) of Bulawayo ("the place of 
slaughter" in Zulu). My first visit to 
the Mpopoma church was on Satur-
day night at the invitation of Reuben 
Mabena, youth leader. There I sat 
with seven young people who wanted 
opportunity for close-range dialogue. 
But that Saturday evening, they were 
ready and eager to speak of the things 
most important to them. It involved 
education, but equally high on their 
list of concerns was their own rela-
tionship to the existing church struc-
tures. They felt strong urges to be 
heard by their elders and to be allowed 
active participation in the life and 
decisions of the church. So responsive 
was I to their quest for body life in the 
fellowship of the church that I invited 
all seven to write their names in the 
rear flyleaf of my Bible. I dare not 
neglect to pray for them. 
When we returned to Mpopoma for 
the Sunday morning worship service 
we were ushered to the front row. 
Ushering at Mpopoma requires in-
genuity and imagination throughout 
the service to accommodate all those 
who want to be a part of their special 
events. On March 27th there were 
three visitors from outside Rhodesia; 
each was invited to greet the congre-
gation. The message of the morning 
was brought by Mrs. Cathryn Mbathi, 
American-born Christian business-
woman from Kenya, with whom a 
Rhodesian delegation had fellow-
shipped at the PACLA Conference in 
Nairobi last year. Introduced by her 
hostess, Mrs. Abbe Dube, she gave a 
most practical message on tithing out 
of the recent experiences of the church 
in Kenya. Her unpretentious manner, 
blended with her American-bred open-
ness, made her a most effective com-
municator to an impressive group of 
church laymen, who have not yet 
experienced the blessings she testified 
of. Our presence on that occasion was 
a rare privilege, but we really could 
add little to what was said and done by 
the worshippers at that impressive 
celebration. 
On our last evening in Bulawayo, we 
returned to Mpopoma for a third time. 
Although the lighting in the church 
was at a bare minimum for my fading 
eyes, the opportunity to sit with the 
Men's Fellowship was everything I 
could have wished for. We were about 
18 men, from a broad spectrum of 
vocations and expertise, sitting to-
gether for close-range conversation. I 
had been given a topic to speak on: 
"The Future of the Church in Rho-
desia, As Seen by the Church in 
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America." My heart skipped a beat 
when the topic was handed to me. 
Carolyn Mann injected (with a know-
ing inflection) "Does that give you a 
chance to say what you want to say?" 
and I smiled! 
Although I could scarcely see to 
read from my Bible, and didn't crutch 
heavily on my notes, I shared out of 
my heart regarding the confidence we 
have that God is working His grace in 
new measure among His people in 
Rhodesia. I shared that I believe they 
will have to draw more on the re-
sources from within their group 
—from the young and the old, the 
educated and the uneducated, the 
poor and those with means. The ques-
tions in response to the presentation 
and the discussion that followed 
breathed with life and intensity. 
Bishop Khumalo, who sat to my right, 
didn't say a word throughout the inter-
change. But the following morning, he 
volunteered with a knowing glance 
that the evening before at Mpopoma 
had been "a very good meeting." I re-
sponded with a Heisey version of the 
t r ad i t i ona l Bre thren in Chr i s t 
"Amen." 
I wish I could really share with you 
the feeling I get when considering my-
self a part of the growing worldwide 
fellowship of the Brethren in Christ. 
Yes, there is great uncertainty when 
the business meetings in Bulawayo run 
too late into the evening. Those who 
must drive two hours into the dark-
ness toward Mtshabezi and Wanezi 
know that it is not safe to drive at 
night. They also know that this is a 
time when one is not always sure who 
will prove to be friends in the convul-
sions of a land being asked to make 
room for three different peoples. Bula-
wayo has a violent history. The Nde-
bele people have a hazardous present 
and an uncertain future. But the 
Brethren in Christ have a bright 
future. That they are living through 
the tribulations of the present is only 
verification of the words of Jesus, "In 
the world ye shall have tribulation; but 
be of good cheer, I have overcome the 
world" (John 16:33). 
Seated (left to right): Antonio Bernudez, treasurer; Cecilia Coparro, secretary; Ambrosio Salmeron, 
vice-president; and Enrique Palacios, president. Standing (left to right): Gustavo Fonseca, Eduardo 
Logo, Moises Martinez, Miguel Jara, Angel Perez, and Bert Sider. 
An April to Remember 
Bert Sider 
1 HE month of April in Nicaragua 
can be described in four tormenting 
terms: dry, dusty, hot and windy. The 
temperature ranges from 85° at night 
to 110° in the day. Dust is forced by 
the strong winds through every avail-
able crack in the house, generously 
coating everything in sight (and out of 
sight), while the blazing sun wrings 
every drop of moisture from the air, 
leaving a choking dryness. 
This year we had a memorable 
April. Not that the weather has 
changed—if anything, it is possibly 
worse than usual because of last year's 
drought. But in spite of our "annual 
persecution" we looked forward with 
great expectancy toward April's busy 
days. 
On April 3, a scorchingly hot day, 
we shared in one of the most sig-
nificant events ever celebrated by the 
Brethren in Christ Church here. At the 
historic Esquipulas church, 47 dele-
gates met for the final revision of our 
national church government statutes. 
The service was electrified with antici-
pation as the importance was felt by 
all. The time of prayer at the begin-
ning could have lasted for several 
hours, it seemed, and led directly to a 
very high spiritual quality through the 
course of the day. The importance of 
the meeting to individual members 
was often shown as even the most 
"humble" delegate would rise to 
clarify points. According to the legal 
representative present, the discussion 
was very much to the point through-
The writer is Superintendent of the Brethren in 
Christ Mission effort in Nicaragua. 
out the entire day, and of excellent 
quality. But to her the highlight was 
the spiritual atmosphere which had 
moved her to tears once as she led us 
in a prayer of dedication. 
As the assembly came to an end, 
elections were held to fill the ten 
leadership positions. Rev. Enrique 
Palacios, one of our two ordained pas-
tors, from the Esquipulas church, re-
ceived a very high vote as he accepted 
the position of President. The Vice-
Presidency turned into a real "battle" 
between Miguel Jara and Ambrosio 
Salmeron, the pastor of the Schick 
church, who finally won it by "draw-
ing the right straw." The secretarial 
position was filled by Cecilia Caparro, 
the only lady in the group who is a 
very much respected deaconess from 
the Santa Mati lde (Ticuantepe) 
church. Some wondered what had 
happened to our other ordained 
pastor, Antonio Bermudez, but it 
seems that the delegates were almost 
of one mind and waited to elect him 
nearly unanimously to the important 
treasurer's position. 
The other five positions on the 
Directive Committee were given to: 
Angel Perez (pastor of the Nindiri 
church), Miguel Jara (Bible School 
graduate from the Esquipulas church), 
Eduardo Logo (pastor of the Santa 
Matilde, Ticuantepe, church), Moises 
Martinez (deacon in the Schick con-
gregation) and Gustavo Fonseca 
(deacon in the Arroyo church). 
It was indeed a big day and an 
important step in the life of the 
to page ten 
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church. Although the Nicaraguan 
government still has to give its ap-
proval to the church and officials, the 
church here has now taken upon itself 
more concretely her own guidance and 
direction. 
* * • 
If that was all that had happened in 
April, the month would have been a 
big success. But there was much more. 
Just as the rains are hopefully ready-
ing themselves to descend upon the 
country in May, the church felt that 
revival and evangelistic services would 
be in order, especially in two of our 
more out-of-the-way works. 
Thus, on April 6, a borrowed 
Toyota Jeep was loaded with ham-
mocks, clothes, books, water and food 
as three men from the Arroyo church 
headed through the mountain path to-
ward Santa Ines. As no one works 
here during Holy Week, services were 
held twice a day—morning and after-
noon—and the remainder of the day 
was used for visitation. The services 
reached a climax on Saturday, when 
the people refused to leave after the 
afternoon service and stayed on to ask 
questions about the Christian life until 
10:30 p.m., with many decisions being 
made for the Lord. 
On April 10, three men from the 
Schick church headed for Juigalpa for 
eight days of extensive visitation and 
evangelistic services. Their immediate 
needs were supposed to be met by the 
few believers there, but they ended up 
sleeping on the ground and going with-
out food for most of the week. They 
remained faithful to their Risen Lord, 
however, and spent their days dis-
tributing 1,500 tracts, inviting hun-
dreds of people, and even accepting an 
invitation to preach on the nearby 
radio station. The Lord is so good. 
Their many hours of work, prayer, 
and forced fasting was rewarded as 33 
people accepted Christ as Lord. 
Presently a followup is being made 
and those who have accepted Christ 
are being helped in a nurture course. 
A pastoral retreat from April 22-24 
will finish out the month with some 
good solid helps for our six pastors 
and six trainees. The course will be 
given by Geronimo Perez, our yearly 
General Conference speaker from the 
Assembly of God church, on the 
theme of "Working with Goals in 
Mind." 
I mentioned to one of the brethren 
that I felt April was undoubtedly the 
greatest month ever celebrated here in 
Nicaragua by the Brethren in Christ 
Church. He gently reminded me that 
whatever month, week or day we are 
presently in, should be the "greatest" 
as we continue in God's service. Un-
doubtedly he is correct, so in the light 
of that we say, "Thank you, Lord, for 
the great things you're going to do for 
us in May." 
At the same time, one question 
comes to mind as I think of the way 
the church is moving ahead so strong-
ly, making such great gains in so many 
areas. "When and where will the de-
ceiver attack?" He can't let us alone 
much longer. PRAY! 
Psalm 93:1 
"The Lord Reigneth" 
Norman Wingert 
H T 
1 HE Lord reigneth!" Here is a 
stupendous fact. By divine revelation 
David declares: "The Lord reigneth!" 
David declares God is in complete 
control of the Universe. 
But as David was singing the gamut 
of human emotions, there were times 
when he himself seriously doubted 
what the Spirit of God had spoken 
through his own mouth. There were so 
many things in life that didn't make 
sense. Today, centuries later, you and 
I also are finding it difficult to recon-
cile what we see and experience in the 
world with this bedrock tenet of our 
faith. 
In 1948 I stood in the German city 
of Hamburg on a certain spot where 
for four blocks in every direction I 
could not see a single building with a 
second floor. I was standing in a desert 
of rubble, the result of one week of 
Allied saturation bombing in 1943 
during which 55,000 people died and 
300,000 dwellings were destroyed. 
Five years after the bombing the rub-
ble still lay there, and as I stood in the 
midst of the deathly stillness that Sun-
day morning I asked, "Why?" 
In Regina, Saskatchewan, is a Men-
nonite congregation of over 200, many 
10 
of them refugees from Europe. They 
used two languages in their services. I 
brought a message in English in a Sun-
day morning service, while a visiting 
minister from British Columbia spoke 
one in German. For lunch that day 
both of us had been invited to the same 
home. In the course of the afternoon 
conversation, the visiting minister told 
us this story: "My father told the 
Bolshevik soldiers as they came into 
our house that they should fear God 
and that God loves them. 'We will see 
if your God can help you,' they said, 
and batted him between them with the 
butt ends of their guns, until my father 
sank to the floor. Then they tied up my 
three brothers and myself, and shot 
my three brothers, but let me live be-
cause they thought I was too young to 
do them harm. Meanwhile my father 
had regained consciousness, and as the 
soldiers left the house, he called after 
them the words, 'But God still loves 
you. '" The stillness that followed the 
telling of that story asked the ques-
tion, "Why?" 
As is generally known, Eunice and I 
went to Burundi, Africa, after the 
bloodbath there. A sidewalk cobbler in 
Bujumbura a few stones' throw from 
where we were staying was repairing 
an unusually large pile of used shoes. 
It took several days before the sig-
nificance of that pile of shoes dawned 
on us. The muted voices of those who 
had walked in those shoes and of 
200,000 of their fellowtribesmen who 
were slain shouted "Why?" And to-
day, Uganda's Muslim president-for-
life, Idi Amin, is ostensibly getting 
away with the same stupendous and 
heinous crimes as were those in Burun-
di. Is God aware? Is He in control? 
To understand, we must know we 
dare not underrate the power of Satan. 
He killed Jesus. "This is your hour," 
Jesus said to those who arrested Him. 
Today is still Satan's hour. He is the 
Prince of the Power of the Air, and his 
dutiful demons are legion. He in-
carnates himself in willing men. He is 
wreaking his vengeance against God 
on mankind. 
We do know though—do we 
not—that although tremendously 
great, Satan's power is not unlimited; 
he can go only as far as God permits. 
He was able to afflict Job sorely, but 
he had to stop short of taking Job's 
life. 
It is not for us the created to com-
prehend the designs of the Creator and 
His Son, our Redeemer, but it is for us 
to accept His assurance that He has 
been, and still is, in full control of His 
Universe. Let us lean heavily on this 
assurance. 
Besides, we are told that the "Day 
of the Lord" is just ahead, and on that 
"Day" will be Satan's last "hour." 
Evangelical Visitor 
Making Dead Bones Live Again 
Paul Hostetler 
I WONDER if too many people 
reach their full tolerance level of his-
tory by the time they finish high 
school. That was certainly my experi-
ence. 
The study of history in those years 
was a mixed bag. I rather liked the 
exciting stories about the Swamp Fox, 
the Little Corporal, and the Loyal-
ists. But I disliked with a passion my 
teachers' insistence on the memor-
ization of an endless list of dates and 
other unvital statistics. 
Upon coming to Messiah College, I 
registered for a history course—under 
protest. All past experiences pre-
dicted that the lessons would be a 
drag. But 1 was surprised. Pleasantly. 
Yes, even wonderfully. In college his-
tory the emphasis shifted from the 
memorization of details and those 
dreaded dates to digging into the rea-
sons why men and women of the past 
acted as they did. What were the real 
reasons behind the war between the 
states? Why did the American forces 
retreat after "winning" the Battle of 
Lundy's Lane? 
Studying history at the college level 
was a great adventure. And history 
students of this generation assure me 
that this has not changed. Further-
more, they tell me that searching into 
original sources and writing history 
for themselves is extremely reward-
ing. Written history always has the 
bias of the author, so why not be the 
author? 
For some incomprehensible reason, 
many secondary schools and univer-
sities have dropped required history 
courses. Dr. Lewis W. Spitz of Stan-
ford University decries this and says it 
results from the growing American 
disenchantment with things foreign or 
in the past, creating "a shrinkage to-
ward the present" which is to be 
deplored. 
For many years the mainstay of 
most history departments was a re-
quired history survey course. Taking 
this not only guaranteed students at 
least one history course, it often cap-
The writer, a member of the staff, Messiah 
College serves the denomination as Secretary, 
Publication Board; denominational representa-
tive to NAE; and as secretary, Allegheny 
Regional Conference. 
tured their interest and led them to en-
roll in additional related courses. With 
this in mind, some prestigious univer-
sities have taken recent action to re-
establish history requirements in the 
context of attractive options. Hope-
fully, the low tide in history studies has 
been reached. 
So much for a bit of general back-
ground on why students should study 
history in the post-secondary institu-
tion. Now, let's look at the particular 
advantages of pursuing studies in his-
tory at Messiah College. 
Since the key element in any course 
is the teacher, that will be the first con-
sideration. Each of the three faculty is 
both scholar and churchman. C. O. 
Wittlinger and E. Morris Sider are 
Brethren in Christ (BIC), and Robert 
Hess has his membership in the 
Church of the Brethren. All three are 
actively engaged in research and writ-
ing. 
Dr. Wittlinger, who has served as 
church archivist for 25 years, has 
written various articles of note for 
periodicals. He recently completed the 
manuscript for a history of the 
denomination. Dr. Sider has also 
written numerous published articles. 
Two of his books on segments of BIC 
history have been published, and he is 
now well along in two or three more. 
Dr. Hess, who has great interest in 
African history, has written published 
articles and is presently contributing a 
chapter to a book on African history. 
His experience in African cultures in-
cludes 16 years as a missionary-edu-
cator in Nigeria before coming to 
Messiah, as well as two subsequent 
trips to Rhodesia and Zambia. 
Being churchmen and scholars, 
these professors skillfully integrate 
Christian faith and learning without 
any compromise of the evangelical 
stance or scholastic integrity. At Mes-
siah College that is important. In fact, 
it is all-important. 
The history classes normally have 
12 to 20 students, a very pleasing 
faculty-student ratio. This good work-
ing relationship is further enhanced by 
various out-of-class contacts, includ-
ing periodic noon lunches (at depart-
ment expense) between history faculty 
and students. 
Of high interest to BIC students are 
the opportunities for studying in 
denominational thought and history. 
The church archives are located on 
campus, and Dr. Wittlinger teaches a 
course on Brethren in Christ Life and 
Thought. Students may, and fre-
quently do, assist department profes-
sors in their research projects on BIC 
history. 
The flexibility of the history major 
at Messiah College allows students to 
do a double major. In this way the his-
tory major can be done along with a 
major in Bible, religion, behavioral 
science, English, political science, or 
the management option. Students can 
also study in a wide range of courses. 
Independent Study and Major 
Honors courses encourage students to 
pursue area of interest not covered by 
the regularly scheduled classes, work-
ing closely with a faculty member. 
One Major Honors student worked 
with Dr. Sider in the past year in a re-
search project on Sarah Bert of the 
Chicago Mission. 
In addition to these intriguing possi-
bilities, the door is wide open for 
enrichment at Temple University 
through the college's Philadelphia 
campus. Students may take one or 
more semesters in areas not available 
at the Grantham campus, such as 
Chinese history. 
As you can see, the emphasis in the 
History Department at Messiah Col-
lege is both Christian and scholarly, 
with much activity in research, writ-
ing, critical thinking, and oral expres-
sion. These qualities are invaluable to 
students in whatever career they 
choose. 
You may agree that all the above 
sounds good—but what are the pros-
pects for employment after college? 
That is an important question, and the 
answer is very encouraging. The 
history major is a good pre-profes-
sional major. For example, this major 
is the main route by which Messiah 
College students have entered law 
school. Many students going into the 
ministry have taken the history major. 
Other occupations and professions 
which have reached out for Messiah's 
to page thirteen 
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Look on These Things 
C. W. Boyer 
Several members of the Nappanee congre-
gation led the Church in an evaluation look 
at television and its impact upon us and 
our families. The program included a film 
entitled "TV and Thee." Rev. Eugene 
Wingert is the pastor. 
This news item which appeared in 
the Evangelical Visitor of November 
25, 1975, aroused my interest and I 
wrote Brother Wingert for more in-
formation about the film. He replies as 
follows: 
"The film does not come out against 
TV, but does recognize and speak to the 
violence, perversion of sex, immorality and 
materialism so prevalent in this medium. 
It strongly advocates the prayerful use of 
discernment in selecting programs. It sug-
gests the entire family sitting down and 
going over the TV Guide to select viewing. 
Not having a TV is one option considered 
as a valid approach to the matter (one that 
our family has adopted); but it does recog-
nize that most people do and will have TV, 
and seeks to aim its message to that group. 
I recommend it." 
I heard about this film again at the 
1976 General Conference. In a feature 
reporting on Family Life Confer-
ences, sponsored by the Board of 
Christian Education, one pastor 
reported that the film had been shown 
in his congregation and said that one 
teenager, after seeing the film, decided 
to cut down his viewing from 25 hours 
to 15 hours a week. In later cor-
respondence with the pastor I learned 
that this person is a Christian young 
man, fifteen years of age, and a mem-
ber of the church. In response to my 
inquiry as to what prompted his deci-
sion, I received this reply: 
"The young man has informed me that 
the only reason . . . was that of a time 
element. TV was taking too much of his 
time for studying, and having to sit down 
and calculate the number of hours he spent 
watching TV, he made a commitment to 
himself to watch less TV." 
"A time element. TV was taking too 
much of his time." A very important 
consideration!—and not only for teen-
agers. At least year's General Con-
ference, a brother, confided to me that 
he isn't as discriminating as he should 
be in his TV viewing; and I imagine 
The writer, retired but active, has recently 
moved from Albany, N. Y., to 237 Dargun Rd., 
Baltimore, Md. 21221. 
that he is far from being alone in this 
admission. 
In my reply to the pastor, I said: 
"Please tell the young brother that I 
wish to commend him for his wise 
decision." I could hope also that his 
decision had been made, not only 
time-wise but quality-wise as well. 
An interesting survey relating to 
crime and violence on TV was made 
recently by a local group of Camp Fire 
Girls in Albany, N. Y. The survey was 
made among fourth and fifth grade 
students in four schools in the Albany 
area. The purpose was to give the girls 
"an awareness of a social problem 
they will be dealing with." 
The survey received responses from 
450 students, and here are the results: 
In response to the question: "Do you 
think there is too much crime and 
•violence on TV?", a "Yes" answer was 
given by 57% of fourth graders, and 
43% of fifth graders. The question, 
"Do your parents ever regulate your 
TV viewing because of the crime and 
violence?", received "Yes" answers 
from 60% of fourth graders and only 
40% of fifth graders. The answers to 
both questions are revealing, and in-
dicate that as children get older they 
are less sensitive to crime and 
violence, and also that there is less 
parental "regulating" of programs. 
The third question was: "What, if 
anything, do you think should be done 
about the amount of crime and 
violence on TV?", and here are the 
principal answers (remember, these 
are fourth and fifth grade children): 
Do nothing, 114. Take it off or limit it, 
100. Would like to see more crime and 
violence, 31. We should be able to 
watch what we want to, when we want 
to, 5. Send letters, phone, petition, 9. 
Why do anything, it's only TV, 5. 
Good moral lessons in these shows, 2. 
Shouldn't watch so much TV any-
way, 1. My mother couldn't care less, 
1. 
(Of course, as Brother Wingert 
mentioned in his letter, there is much 
more wrong with television that 
"crime and violence." The growing 
use of profanity is another objection-
able feature which should be men-
tioned.) 
In November, 1975, while visiting 
with a fine Christian family, con-
sisting of parents and three children, 
ages 10, 12, and 13, they told us that 
they had decided to dispose of their 
television set. They placed it out in the 
yard, with a sign FREE attached, and 
it was soon picked up by a neighbor 
who already had three sets. The 
youngest member of the family made 
the comment, "We don't miss it very 
much." We were with this same family 
again a year later, and they were now 
having second thoughts about their 
decision. Was it a wise decision to dis-
pose of their television? they 
wondered. Or should they now get an-
other set, and if so, how can proper 
guidance be given for their TV view-
ing? 
"To have, or not to have?" This 
question is sometimes answered satis-
factorily in the negative. One such in-
stance is given in the article, WHAT 
TV DOES TO KIDS, in the Febru-
ary 21, 1977, issue of Newsweek 
magazine. (Which article I strongly 
recommend reading.) This article 
states that "A few daring souls have 
simply pulled the plug. Charles Frye 
. . . the father of five boys, decided 
that he would not replace his set after 
it conked out in 1972. Frye's brood re-
belled at first, but today none of them 
voices regret that theirs is a TV-less 
household." 
But if it is true that 95% of Ameri-
can homes have television, such in-
stances as the above would, of course, 
be rare; and I would assume that this 
would also be true of Brethren in 
Christ homes, (although I do know 
there are some "conscientious souls" 
who have made this decision.) 
How can effective guidance be given 
for TV viewing? This should certainly 
be a serious concern for Christian 
families—in fact for all families. The 
suggestions presented in the film "TV 
and Thee," mentioned by Brother 
Wingert, would certainly be helpful. 
And I would also like now to pass on a 
unique idea used by one concerned 
father. 
On September 19, 1976, Mrs. Boyer 
and I attended morning worship at the 
Ashland Brethren in Christ Church. 
Bishop David Climenhaga spoke 
during the worship services. In his 
message Brother Climenhaga men-
tioned a friend who had posted Philip-
to page thirteen 
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DEAD BONES LIVE 
from page eleven 
history ma jo r s include: civil service, 
teaching, journa l i sm, banking, in-
surance, real estate, and legislative re-
search, to ment ion some. 
A t the risk of having you wonder 
where the evidence is, let me say that 
in the course of writing this article 1 
h a v e g o n e to m y b o o k she lves 
numerous t imes. In each case the re-
search was p rompted by something I 
learned in a history class. M y studies 
in history at Messiah College have 
been a source of continuing enrich-
ment in my life and career , and many 
others have profited in the same way. 
LOOK ON THESE THINGS 
from page twelve 
pians 4:8 on their television set, with 
the word, " t h i n k " changed to " l o o k . " 
In later correspondence with Brother 
Cl imenhaga , I learned that this friend 
was a European medical doctor , born 
in Rhodesia , whom Brother Climen-
haga had met while he was serving as a 
missionary in Afr ica . In his letter, 
Brother Cl imenhaga said that the doc-
tor and his wife, "were a very fine 
Chris t ian couple, and he had deep con-
victions over what his family (which 
consisted of three children, approxi-
m a t e ages, 10, 12, and 14) should and 
should not watch on TV, (even on 
Rhodesia ' s TV, which was only on 
f rom 5:00 to 10:00 p.m. each day . " ) 
Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are 
true, whatsoever things are honest, what-
soever things are just, whatsoever things 
are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, 
whatsoever things are of good report . . . 
look on these things. 
By changing this word , the verse 
probably would no longer carry the 
authori ty of Scripture, al though there 
is a close relationship between " look-
ing" and " th ink ing . " And it is obvious 
that these criteria could not be fol-
lowed " t o the let ter" (consider even 
the newscasts, for example, to say 
nothing of the commercials!) Never-
theless, as concerned families seek 
direction for their television viewing, 
through "ca re fu l use of discernment in 
the selection of p rog rams , " I believe 
they would do well to keep in mind the 
admonit ion: " . . . look on these 
things." 
Cultural Series to 
Feature Earl D. Miller 
Six unusually creative Mennonites will 
be featured this summer at the Festival 
Cultural Series. Held four Monday nights 
throughout the summer at Dutch Family 
Festival, six miles east of Lancaster along 
Route 30, the Series offers audiences a 
chance to meet artists and creators from 
across North America. 
On July 11, Dr. Milton Good of Eliza-
bethtown and Jacob Brubaker will demon-
strate "Sculpturing and Woodturning." 
Dr. Good is a physican and treasurer of the 
American Physicians Art Association. 
Brubaker, a well-known member of the 
Pennsylvania Guild of Craftsmen, has 
been turning goblets, weed vases, and 
saffron boxes most of his life. 
Earl Miller, music professor at Messiah 
College in Grantham for some 40 years, 
will lead the evening of July 25 on "Music 
in the Brethren in Christ Tradition." He 
promises audience involvement during the 
music evening. 
Ruth and Blair Seitz will share their 
experiences the evening of August 8 on 
"Traveling Africa With a Camera and a 
Pen." Ruth, journalist, and Blair, a photo-
grapher, have spent the last several years 
in Africa, doing stories for numerous jour-
nals and magazines. 
And closing the Series on August 29, 
will be Emma LaRoque, a Metis Indian 
from Alberta, Canada. LaRoque will talk 
about "On Being a Metis Mennonite 
Writer." LaRoque is a graduate of the 
Associated Mennonite Biblical Semi-
naries and author of Defeathering the 
Indian. 
Admission to the four events is available 
by purchasing a subscription ticket. All 
evenings begin at 8:00 p.m. and permit 
audiences to get acquainted with un-
usually creative individuals in an informal 
atmosphere. 
For more information call 717/768-
7171, or write Dutch Family Festival, 2497 




Christian Education Major 
A Christian Education Major will be 
added to the Messiah College curriculum 
this fall. According to Dr. Martin H. 
Schrag, chairman of the Department of 
Religion and Philosophy, the purpose of 
the major "is to aid the student in develop-
ing a personal philosophy of Christian edu-
cation based upon biblical principles, and 
to assist in the development of the tech-
niques for the application of this phi-
losophy." 
A Youth Ministries Concentration is 
available within the Christian Education 
Major. This will help students familiarize 
themselves with methods of ministering to 
church youth, counsel youth effectively, 
and minister to youth in denominational 
and wider youth organizations. 
Those desiring more information can 
contact Dr. Schrag, Messiah College, 
Grantham, PA 17027. 
Oratorio Society Sings to 
Near Capacity Audience 
The Grantham Oratorio Society and 
Jerome Hines gave a concert in April to an 
almost capacity audience in the Messiah 
College Brubaker Auditorium of the 
Eisenhower Campus Center. The choir and 
orchestra were directed by Dr. Ronald R. 
Sider. 
Hines, who has performed with major 
opera companies from New York to 
Moscow, sang selections from his own 
opera, I Am The Way. 
The Oratorio Society has completed its 
30th season. Dr. Sider is its second direc-
tor, following many years with Earl Miller 
as director. 
January Course in Holy Land 
Messiah College is announcing plans for 
a three-week study trip, January 2-22, 
1978, to the Holy Land directed by Pro-
fessor Alden M. Long. The course, en-
titled "A Study of the Geographic and 
Historical Setting of the Bible," will in-
volve many field trips to sites made famous 
by Bible history. 
The group will be headquartered in Jeru-
salem at the evangelically oriented In-
stitute of Holy Land Studies. Mr. Long 
and other Messiah College students who 
have been to Israel before have found the 
experience most profitable. 
Adults not enrolled as students at 
Messiah College are welcome to join the 
group. Air fare, tuition, room, and board 
for the full three weeks is $1,400 from New 
York. Interested persons can write to 
Alden Long, Messiah College, Grantham, 
PA 17027. to page fourteen 
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MISSIONS 
Luke and Martha Keefer arrived home 
April 28 from Rhodesia, where Luke 
served as principal of Ekuphileni Bible In-
stitute. After leaving Bulawayo, he con-
ducted an evaluation of the Sikalongo 
Bible Institute in Zambia. 
Dorothy Martin, on the faculty of 
M a t o p o S e c o n d a r y Schoo l , Nancy 
Kreider, a member of the Mtshabezi 
Teachers College faculty, and Mildred 
Myers, headmistress of Wanezi Home-
craft School, arrived home May 11, having 
completed their assignments in Rhodesia. 
Dorothy began her service in Africa in 
1948, Nancy in 1954, and Mildred in 1956. 
Completing her Voluntary Service 
assignment in Rhodesia, Esther Hennigh 
arrived home May 11. Having first worked 
at Youngways Hostel in Bulawayo, she 
more recently was on the staff of Matopo 
Book Centre, Bulawayo. 
Following graduation exercises at 
Messiah College, Christopher and Musa 
Moyo returned to their home in Rhodesia, 
leaving May 15. 
Carl and Winnie Knepper, Alan and 
Charlotte arrived home May 15 from their 
completed assignments at Wanezi Mis-
sion, Rhodesia. 
Scheduled to arrive home on furlough 
from Tokyo, Japan, on June 16 are John 




Sixty-two persons attended the annual 
Mother-Daughter Banquet held by the Big 
Valley congregation on Friday, May 6. 
Betty Bryant was the guest speaker using 
"Who Wants an Apple" as her topic. The 
pastor is Rev. John L. Rosenberry. 
The Clarence Center congregation 
reports 1,200 calls were made by 25 per-
sons from their congregation who partici-
pated in the "Here's Life America" cam-
paign during the month of April. The 
Men's Fellowship hosted a fellowship 
dinner for 30 men from the Canadian 
Brethren in Christ churches on May 20. 
Rev. Earl Sider gave a talk on "Sales-
manship for Jesus." Rev. Richard Long is 
the pastor. 
The Fairview Avenue congregation 
observed Rally Day on Sunday, May 15, 
with "The Potter's Clay," musical group 
from Mechanicsburg, bringing special 
music in the morning service. In the even-
ing a special service was held in honor of 
the Senior Citizens. A group from the 
Messiah Home were guests for the even-
ing meal and the service afterwards. Vince 
Books, Social Director of the Home, gave 
the evening message. There were various 
14 
vocal and instrumental numbers. The 
pastor is Rev. Virgil Books. 
Mothers of the Jemison Valley con-
gregation were honored on May 7, at a 
Mother-Daughter luncheon. Mrs. Betty 
Lou Godshall, New Albany, was the guest 
speaker. The ladies had opportunity to 
share hobbies and crafts with the theme, 
"Growing Through Sha r ing . " Rev. 
Thomas A. Bouch is the pastor. 
The Omegans from the Pleasant View 
and Locust Grove congregations took a 15-
mile bike hike on Sunday afternoon, May 
22. Missionaries, Charles and Cara 
Musser, met with the young people fol-
lowing the hike. The Mussers gave a slide 
presentation at the Pleasant View Church. 
The pastor at Pleasant View is Rev. 
Harold Bowers and Rev. Charles Lehman 
is pastor at Locust Grove. 
Atlantic 
The Centerville congregation held a 
Baptismal Service for six persons on Sun-
day, May 22. A conference for all Sunday 
school workers was held on May 24, with 
Rowland Shenk from Phil Haven Hos-
pital sharing with the group. Rev. Earl 
Martin, Jr., is the pastor. 
Easter Sunday at the Community Bible 
Chapel, Sarasota, Florida, was the setting 
for the burning of the mortgage on the 
church properties. A balance of $2,400 
owed at the beginning of the year had been 
paid. The Sarasota congregation has 
purchased four acres for the location of 
their new sanctuary. Clair Shenk is the 
pastor of this growing congregation. The 
accompanying photo is of the Church 
Board witnessing the burning of the mort-
gage. 
The Manheim congregation held a Big 
Step Forward Campaign on May 6-9, with 
plans to begin construction of a new 
church building in the fall. Rev. Alvin 
Burkholder directed the campaign which 
concluded with a Victory Dinner when the 
goal for the fund drive was surpassed by 
over $46,000. The pastor is Rev. Isaac S. 
Kanode. 
The Senior Crusaders of the Manor 
congregation and their advisors spent the 
weekend of May 20 and 21 cleaning at 
Kenbrook Camp. Rev. John Hawbaker 
and Dale Engle are the pastors. 
"The Disciples," a singing group from 
Souderton presented a musical program to 
the Silverdale congregation on Sunday, 
May 15. The pastor is Rev. Omer King. 
The Men's Fellowship of the Stowe 
Church prepared breakfast for the congre-
gation following the Easter Sunrise Service 
on Sunday, April 10. Rev. Charles Hughes 
is the pastor. 
The Valley View congregation observed 
Family Week on May 7-15, with families 
holding specific devotions. A covered dish 
dinner was held on Wednesday evening 
and a film geared to the family was shown 
on Sunday evening. The newly formed 
Junior Choir will sing for the first time on 




Sunday, June 5, was designated as 
Missionary Day at the Houghton Church. 
Missionary guests from Zambia were 
Lamar and Anna Mae Fretz and Muriel 
Sider. Rev. John R. Sider is the pastor. 
Rev. Ross Nigh was the guest speaker at 
the Port Colborne congregation on Sunday 
evening, February 27. The congregation 
took this occasion to present to Brother 
Nigh a check for $1,546 for the World 
Hunger Fund and $485 for MCC earth-
quake relief ministries. Brother Nigh is 
Canadian Treasurer, Board for Missions. 
The accompanying photograph shows 
Pastor Gordon Gilmore (right presenting 
the check to Brother Nigh. 
A food shower was held by the Wainfleet 
congregation on Wednesday evening, June 
1, for their new assistant pastor and wife, 
Roger and Gail Charman. Roger will be 
assisting the pastor, Rev. Roy Peterman. 
Central 
On Saturday, April 30, the Bethel (Mer-
rill congregation hosted the annual Michi-
gan Women's Retreat. Speakers for the 
day were Mrs. Evelyn Powell and Mrs. 
Dorcas Climenhaga, who used the theme, 
"Practical Christian Living." Rev. Bed-
saul Agee is the pastor. 
Bruce Rissinger, of the Highland 
Church, shared with his congregation on 
Sunday, May 15, prior to leaving for a 
year of Voluntary Service at the Upland 
Manor. His topic was "Why Do Volun-
tary Service?" The pastor at Highland is 
Rev. Louis Cober. 
Midwest 
The VBS Committee of the Mountain 
View Church is requesting members of the 
congregation to sponsor a child for the 
VBS program, which will be held July 11-
16. Rev. James Esh is the pastor. 
Pacific 
The first Sunday morning worship 
service of the new Chino Brethren in Christ 
Church was held on May 1. The founding 
pastor, Larry Mar t in , welcomed 53 
worshippers to this initial service. 
James and Liz Grobsky, Dan and Susan 
Schuh, and Bob and Patti Kendrick, hosts 
and hostesses for the three home Bible 
studies, were present for this service. 
Of the 750 families contacted in connec-
tion with the new church, 175 are either 
members or prospects for congregation. 
Larry and Nancy and their young son, 
Joshua, are living in Chino having come to 
this pastorate from the Upland congre-
gation where Larry was serving as youth 
pastor. 
Births 
Beon: Andrea Yvonne, born April 6, to 
John and Pauline (Buckwalter) Beon, 
Stowe congregation, Pa. 
Boyer: Michael Allen, born May 17, to 
George and Ruth (Hoch) Boyer, Fairland 
congregation, Pa. 
Burkholder: Melissa Joy, born May 20, 
to Sherman and Tina Burkholder, Manor 
congregation, Pa. 
Detweiler: Janette Elaine, born May 4, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Detweiler, 
Silverdale congregation, Pa. 
Engle: Adam Ulrich, born April 18, to 
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Engle, Manheim 
congregation, Pa. 
Glenn: Bradley LeRoy, born March 29, 
to Albert and Janet (Hoover) Glenn, Dills-
burg congregation, Pa. 
Hamblin: Kelly Lynne, born Feb. 24, to 
Rev. Calvin and Ann Hamblin, Valley 
View congregation, Va. 
Hartman: Heather Louise, born May 
19, to Ted and Brenda (Ebersole) Hart-
man, Fairland congregation, Pa. 
Heatwole: Lorinda Sue, born April 22, 
to Charles and Karen Heatwole, Jemison 
Valley congregation, Pa. 
Riblet: Chay Adam, born April 13, to 
Ron and Anita (Martin) Riblet, Cham-
bersburg congregation, Pa. 
Rissinger: Aaron James, born May 3, to 
James and Bonnie Rissinger, Roseglen 
congregation, Pa. 
Tolberg: Jason Elliott, born April 4, to 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tolbert, Roseglen 
congregation, Pa. 
Wideman: Tina Susanne, born April 25, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wideman, Heise 
Hill congregation, Ont. 
Zercher: John Charles, born May 24, to 
Gene and Paula Zercher, Nappanee con-
gregation, In. 
Weddings 
Bricker-Dice: Flo Eileen, daughter of 
Mr. Charles S. Dice, and Benjamin Lee, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Bricker, May 
14, in the Chambersburg Brethren in 
Christ Church, with uncle of the groom, 
Rev. Marlin G. Bricker, officiating. 
Cassidy-Wideman: Anita, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wideman, Stouff-
ville, Ont., and Mark Cassidy, son of Rev. 
and Mrs. Elmer Cassidy, London, Ont., 
May 7, in the Bridlewood Brethren in 
Christ Church, with the uncle of the bride, 
Rev. James Sider, and the father of the 
groom, Rev. Elmer Cassidy, officiating. 
Hostetter-Martin: Ellen, daughter of 
Mary and Robert Hostetter, and David, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tennyson Martin, 
May 21, in the Fairland Brethren in Christ 
Church with Rev. John R. Yeatts officiat-
ing. 
Keefer-Yunginger: Nancy E., daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Yunginger, Lan-
caster, Pa., and Kenneth L., son of Mr. 
and Mrs. J. Edgar Keefer, Halifax, Pa., 
May 7, in the Mt. Joy Mennonite Church 
with Rev. J. Edgar Keefer and Rev. Shelly 
Shellenberger officiating. 
Lease-Snyder: Nancy, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles Snyder, Lancaster, Pa., 
and Kenneth, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Lease, Washington Boro, Pa., May 21, at 
the Manor Brethren in Christ Church with 
Rev. William Powell and Rev. John Haw-
baker officiating. 
Mullen-Schell: Lisa E. Schell, New 
Bloomfield, Pa., and Rodney Kenneth 
Mullin, Duncannon, Pa., April 30, in the 
Roseglen Brethren in Christ Church with 
Rev. Simon Lehman, Jr., officiating. 
Wiest-Miller: Melanie Candice, New 
Bloomfield, Pa., and Gary Michael Wiest, 
Mechanicsburg, Pa., April 30, in the Rose-
glen Brethren in Christ Church, with Rev. 
Simon Lehman, Jr., officiating. 
Obituaries 
Hoffer: Mrs. Irene Z. Hoffer, Manheim, 
Pa., died May 12, 1977, at the age of 79. 
She was the daughter of Abram H. and 
Anna Mary Zook Sipling. She was mar-
ried to Phares H. Hoffer who preceded her 
in death in 1955. She is survived by five 
sons: Chester, Emanuel, Stanley, Carl, 
and Martin; a daughter, Mrs. Thomas 
Stoppard; a sister; 22 grandchildren; and 
21 great-grandchildren. She was a mem-
ber of the Manheim Brethren in Christ 
Church where the funeral service was con-
ducted with Rev. Isaac S. Kanode officiat-
ing. Interment was in the Mt. Pleasant 
Cemetery. 
Lofthouse: Roger E. Lofthouse, Nan-
ticoke, Ont., died Feb. 26, 1977, at the age 
of 71. He is survived by his second wife, 
Luella M. Heise, two sons: Alvin and 
Keith; nine grandchildren, one great-
grandchild; a brother; and a sister. His first 
wife, Edith McCombs, preceded him in 
death. He was a member of the Cheapside 
Brethren in Christ Church where he served 
on the church board, as a trustee, and as a 
Sunday school teacher. The funeral service 
was held in the Cheapside Church with 
Rev. Charles D. Byer and Rev. Allan 
Heise officiating. Interment was in the 
United Cemetery. 
Northup: Mrs. Ida E. Northup, born 
Dec. 5, 1899, in Midland, Mich., died 
April 17, 1977, in the Grovecrest Con-
valescent Center, Pontiac, Mich. On Feb. 
20, 1916, she was married to Albert North-
up who preceded her in death in 1968. She 
is survived by two sons: Henry and Alvin; 
six daughters: Marian Devericks, Evan-
galine Werner, Olive Jones, Elsie Hawks, 
Joy Thomas, and Lillian Hayes. Four chil-
dren preceded her in death. She was a 
member of the Rust Brethren in Christ 
Church for 41 years where she served as 
pianist and taught a Sunday school class. 
The funeral service was conducted in the 
Hillman Green Funeral Home with Rev. 
Earl Miller and Rev. Everett Wilson, Jr., 
officiating. 
Page: Commander Grant W. Page, 
born Sept. 7, 1907, in Detroit, Kansas, 
died April 16, 1977, in the Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital, Wichita, Ks. He 
was the son of Rev..William and Lizzie 
Wingerd Page. He is survived by his wife, 
Catherine; two grandsons; a sister, Mrs. 
Preston Markley; and a brother, W. 
Newell. He was preceded in death by a 
daughter. The funeral service was held in 
the Old Mission Mortuary, Wichita, with 
interment in the Greenwood Cemetery, 
Newton. 
Paulus: Chester Paulus, born Aug. 2, 
1915, near West Milton, Ohio, died April 
8, 1977, in Good Samaritan Hospital, 
Dayton. He was the son of Jacob and Dora 
Paulus. He was married to Genevieve 
Hershey who survives. He is also survived 
by two sons: Chester, Jr., and Don L., a 
foster son, Charles William Hershey; a 
daughter, Mrs. Dora Louise Brower; three 
brothers; three sisters; eight grandchil-
dren; and two great-grandchildren. He was 
preceded in death by four brothers and a 
sister. The funeral service was held in the 
Hale Sarver Funeral Home, West Milton, 
with Rev. Elam O. Dohner officiating. 
Stickley: Clara Leah Stickley, died 
April, 1977, in Brierbush Hospital, Stouff-
ville, Ont., at the age of 75. She was the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Steckley. 
She was married to Peter Elmer Stickley 
who preceded her in death. She is survived 
by a step-daughter, Mrs. Mary Jarvis; 
three sisters: Mrs. Annie Lehman, Mrs. 
Ida Billinger, and Mrs. Luella Sheffer; a 
brother, Walter; three grandchildren; and 
four great-grandchildren. Two sisters and 
three brothers preceded her in death. She 
was a member of the Heise Hill Brethren 
in Christ Church where the funeral service 
was conducted with Rev. William Vander-
Bent and Rev. James Cober officiating. 
Interment was in the Heise Hill Ceme-
tery. 
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The Contemporary Scene 
Legalized Gambling 
Destroys Society's Values 
America's interest in gambling is like a faltering 
romance," says Harvey Chinn, pastor of Faith United 
Presbyterian Church in Sacramento, in the Spring issue of 
Action magazine. "Lawmakers are caught between a need 
for more revenue and common sense about increased 
social costs that inevitably arise out of expanded 
gambling," Chinn added. "Affluence, apathy, judicial 
leniency and deteriorating public moral standards have all 
contributed to growing interest in gambling. One national 
news magazine stated that gambling is taking on a new air 
of official acceptance." 
Behind the glitter and tinsel, Chinn says, lies the sober 
truth that gambling destroys the highest values of society. 
Connecticut Governor Ella Grasso stated, "What comes 
to the state in the way of revenue is minimal when com-
pared to all the social problems that are generated." These 
social problems include higher welfare costs, an unstable 
work force, increased crime, corruption of officials and the 
disintegration of the home. "Gambling makes the poor 
poorer, depresses legitimate business and distributes exist-
ing wealth on an unequal basis," Chinn said. 
According to Chinn, churches should band together if 
they want to effectively oppose alterations of state laws 
that will escalate gambling. A local congregation can do 
little by itself to combat the financial resources, experi-
ence and muscle of professional gamblers. 
Faith Must Include Compassion 
For World's Hungry Says 
Seminary President 
"In all my years on our troubled planet, I have been 
spared one painful experience common to millions of my 
fellow mortals—I have never been acutely hungry with no 
prospect of relief from that gnawing emptiness," says 
Vernon Grounds, president of Conservative Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary (Denver) in the Spring issue of Action 
magazine. 
"As a middle-class American," Grounds continues, "I 
have habitually eaten too much. Blessed with an abun-
dance, we in the United States face three pressing prob-
lems: who's going to win the game? where do I park my 
car? and how do I lose a few pounds? 
"Though I have never experienced acute hunger, I cer-
tainly ought to realize that hunger has haunted the human 
family across the millennia of time. The ghost of famine 
stalks the pages of Scripture. Hunger has been and still is 
one of humanity's worst problems in our fallen world—a 
problem which grows steadily worse. More than that, I 
ought to be aware that our all-compassionate God has 
commanded His own people to be actively concerned 
about this hideous evil. Directives such as those in the Old 
Testament laws show that the one true and living God of 
love and justice is not concerned abstractly about the prob-
lem of hunger. He is concerned about hungry human 
beings, specific flesh-and-blood individuals, capable of in-
tense pain. 
"Furthermore, I ought to realize that the one true and 
living God condemns His own people for indifference to 
the needs of their fellow mortals who are fighting against 
hunger. In both Old and New Testaments God commands 
His people to be actively concerned about the evil of 
hunger; divine concern is to be reflected in human concern. 
"I am driven to conclude," Grounds says, "that saving 
faith reveals itself by a compassionate concern for hungry 
human beings. An unconcern about the hungry discloses, 
on the contrary, an absence of saving faith." 
Eternity: Forum on 
Capital Punishment 
Former Nixon aide Charles Colson, an evangelical 
Christian who served seven months in prison for Water-
gate-related activities, says he is opposed to capital punish-
ment as a Christian and as a political conservative. 
His opposition to the death penalty and two views 
supporting it are in the May issue of Eternity magazine. 
Prison ministries are highlighted in this issue of the evan-
gelical monthly. 
Mr. Colson writes, "I am opposed to capital punish-
ment. As a Christian there is no way that I can read the 
Beatitudes and the great commandments of Christ and be-
lieve that man has any right to take a human life. When 
Christ says, 'Resist not evil,' it seems to me that I am en-
joined from supporting capital punishment, which is 
society's maximum retribution." 
Joseph Bayly, a regular columnist in Eternity, focuses 
on the punitive nature of capital punishment. He writes 
that "behind all the Bible's teaching about sin and crime is 
one central proposition: The reformation of the offender is 
not the primary object of punishment; nor is the deterrent 
effect upon others. Rather, punishment is inflicted to sat-
isfy justice." 
According to Mr. Bayly, "that justice may be God's or 
(by derivation from God) the state's. Why did God inflict 
destruction on men at the time of the Flood, in Sodom and 
Gomorrah and Jerusalem? Not for the good of the 
offenders or for their reformation, but to satisfy his 
justice." 
Dr. Robert Mounce, another regular Eternity colum-
nist, stresses that "it is out of a profound respect for 
human life that I must agree to the necessity of capital 
punishment." 
Dr. Mounce comments that "there are principles and 
virtues that transcend physical existence. By taking the life 
of another the killer has agreed in principle that society 
has the right to take his own life." 
